FOOD SAFE WOOD FINISH

Walnut Oil/Carnauba Wax/Shellac Woodturning Finish combines the
good sealing properties of a high build friction polish with the protection, shine and
restorability of a micro aggregated carnauba wax topcoat. This is a friction polish that
produces a hard, restorable finish. It is safe for applications involving food.
GENERAL CARE INSTRUCTIONS: While this pizza cutter is made from durable materials it is
important that it is NOT dropped. Dropping it may break or dent the wood. It could also bend the cutting
blade or break the metal piece that is holding the blade.
WOOD CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Taking care of this finish on this wood handle is very simple. Do
NOT emerse the handle in water or place in dishwasher. If it gets wet wipe it dry as soon as
possible. To restore the glossy finish buff the handle with a paper towel or rag. Any form of paste wax
can be applied and buffed out if a more glossy appearance is desired.
METAL CUTTER CARE INSTRUCTIONS: This pizza cutter is made from stainless steel. While the
metal parts (ONLY) can be washed and are dishwasher safe it is important NOT to let water sit on it for
long periods of time. Stailless steel, if kept wet, can rust.
REMOVING THE HANDLE: The wood handle on this pizza cutter is held on to the metal cutter by a
threaded rod. If you wish to remove the handle simply unscrew the handle. Once the metal part is dry the
handle can be screwed back on (See Illustrations #1 & #2 Below). Do NOT over tighten the handle.
CAUTION: It is possible that the threaded metal piece inside the handle may become lose or even come
out of the handle. If this happens it can be reinserted and tightened by the included Allen (hex) wrench.
Should it come all the way out place the insert back in the handle with the hexagon face out and screw
back in with the Allen wrench (See Illustrations A, B & C Below).

